The hybrid cloud and your company.
The top 5 benefits to balancing virtual and physical storage.

Understanding the virtual cloud.

A clear understanding of your virtual and physical server environment is foundational to the optimization of your hybrid environment. Virtualization can help simplify IT management, improve application reliability, and reduce IT spend. Zones helps our clients understand the complexity of their current environment and the benefits they’d receive from virtualization.

Our virtualization assessment provides insights into your server environment, whether on-premises or in the cloud. We provide strategic recommendations from our Solution Architects designed to optimize resources, lower risk, and meet the requirements of your business. With our services you can:

- Maximize utilization of your IT environment
- Control overspending
- Plan workload migration for virtualization and data center consolidation
- Improve IT management efficiency

TOP 5 BENEFITS OF THE HYBRID CLOUD

- Control
- Speed
- Scalability
- Security
- Cost
The top 5 benefits of the hybrid cloud.

**Control**
One of the key benefits of implementing a hybrid cloud solution is control. Control over access. Control over latency. Control over power. With a hybrid cloud system, you have the control.

**Speed**
One important byproduct of retaining control over network-enabled applications is speed, lowering latency for those applications that need them.

**Scalability**
Dynamically scale apps to meet changing demands. Cloud services ensure that applications perform their best when demand changes.

**Security**
Take advantage of numerous tools to automate triage and response to threats in your environment.

**Cost**
Optimize the cost of your cloud environment. No initial investment or the need to purchase hardware or software means a reduction in overall operational costs, maintenance, and upgrade expenses.

**Speed**
One important byproduct of retaining control over network-enabled applications is speed, lowering latency for those applications that need them.

---

As an authorized Microsoft Licensing Solutions Partner and a Tier 1 Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider, Zones offers the solutions, teams, and services that support an agile, engaged, and energized workplace.

Zones and VMware, a global leader in cloud infrastructure and business mobility, team together to provide software solutions and industry-leading virtualization technology that simplify and automate our customers’ data centers. Zones partners with Microsoft and VMware to provide intelligent solutions to help you succeed in the future. Zones designs and implements virtualized environments to meet all your hybrid cloud needs.

**First Choice for IT.™**
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